Concept, Implementation and Testing of PRESTo:
Real-time experimentation in Southern Italy and worldwide applications
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PRESTo[1] is a highly configurable platform for Earthquake Early Warning,
that uses the “Regional” EW approach. It processes the real-time ground
acceleration/velocity data streams from the seismic network to promptly
provide the probabilistic and evolutionary estimates of location and
magnitude of an earthquake while it is occurring, as well as the predicted
maximum shaking over a broad region around the epicenter. Alarm messages
can thus reach target sites before the S- and surface waves, enabling automatic
safety actions for people and machinery at risk. The earthquake location is
obtained by RTLoc method[2] that uses both triggered and not-yet-triggered
stations at each time step. Magnitude is estimated using a Bayesian
approach[3], from the peak displacement (Pd) measured in short (2-4 seconds)
windows of P- and S-waves signal. Peak ground motion is estimated at target
sites by GMPEs[4] using location and magnitude.

Earthquake early warning systems (EEWS) are Realtime, modern information systems that are able to
provide rapid notification of the potential damaging
effects of an ongoing earthquake, through the fast
telemetry and processing of data from dense
instrument arrays deployed in the source region of
the event of concern (regional EEWS) or surrounding
the target infrastructure (site-specific EEWS).
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NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS

• Tsunami EWS
(Romania & Bulgaria)
• High Seismicity
(Vrancea Region)
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PRESTo Time of the first alert

KOREA

•50 stations Real-Time

ROMANIA

• Moderate Seismicity

Alert duration ≈ 150 s
Alert level: moderate predicted
PGV ≈ 5.5 cm that corresponds to
IMM of VI (strong perceived
shaking/light potential damage)

SOLUTIONS:
•Need of calibrating specific empirical
scaling relationships
•Possibility to integrate multiple EEWS

PROBLEMS:
•Poor network coverage
•Bad communication system and
poor data quality

SOLUTIONS
Use of velocimetric sensors
REALTIME

REALTIME

the Blind Zone radius is 20-25 km on average and its calculation take into account the P-wave arrival time, P-wave time window,
average telemetry and computation times at RAN stations.

Time needed for going under the desk ≈ 4 s

SOLUTIONS:
•Real-Time apparent velocity analysis
•Adapted picking criteria

PROBLEMS
Poor network coverage and
unfavorable geometrical
distribution
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ITALY-AUSTRIA-SLOVENIA

Blind Zone (6 stations)

EEW simulation of the MS 6.9 1980 Irpinia earthquake at “ITIS Ettore Majorana” School

PROBLEMS:
High rate of false events in very dense
network

•15 detection (1 False Alert)

• High seismicity

• Feasibility Study for
Nation Wide EWS
(RAN 500 Stations)

15%

Perspectives
PRESTo

PROBLEMS:
Deep Earthquakes

NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS
• 20 stations,
since begin 2014 in real-time

NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS

•ISNet network:
30 stations,
5 years real-time

40 EQs, MW>4.5, 2002-2013
from ITACA 2.0
(http://itaca.mi.ingv.it; Luzi
et al., 2008; Pacor et al.,
2011)

Blind Zone (3 stations)

KOREA

NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS

(using 3 stations)

72.5%

REALTIME

REALTIME

REALTIME

(using 3 stations)

When a dense seismic network featuring real-time telecommunication is deployed in the fault area, PRESTo produces reliable
estimates of the source parameters within 5-6 s from the first detected P-waves arrival.

SOLUTIONS
Development of a new
association criteria based on the
apparent velocity

SOLUTIONS
Calibration of specific PD vs
Magnitude relationship

Time of the 1st alert

12.5%

Avellino

PRESTo Magnitude and Location Errors

PROBLEMS
High rate of false events

PROBLEMS
Occurrence of deep earthquakes

Error on hypocenteral location (1st alert)

(using 3 stations)

Internet ADSL (VPN)
WiFi Hiperlan (5 GHz)
Internet ADSL
WiFi (2.4 GHz)
UMTS (Cell)

• Low to Moderate Seismicity

• Moderate Seismicity

Magnitude estimation (1st alert)

Feedback from the use of PRESTo

Yellow Sea Earthquake, 31 March 2014 (MW 4.9)
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PRESTo Nation-Wide Performance Evaluation on RAN

30 Seismic Stations
5 Local Control Centers

Salerno

• Nuclear Monitoring of NorthKorea

• 36 Stations Real-Time
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NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS
• 200 Stations Real-Time

NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS
•120 Stations Real-Time

Scarl, Naples, Italy

ISNet – Irpinia Seismic Network

http://www.prestoews.org/
A free and open source software
platform for EEW
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System Performance in Italy

ITIS E. Majorana School

Strait of Gibraltar Earthquake, 25 January 2016 (MW 6.3)
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Using the 6 closest stations we experienced a reliable magnitude
estimation in 94% of cases and a hypocentral location error
smaller than 5 km in 76% of cases. The time of the first alert is 45 seconds on average, including computation and telemetry
delays.
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Worldwide Performance
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The PRESTo system

PRobabilistic and Evolutionary
early warning
SysTem

The PRESTo
has been
installed and tested in
several
countries
worldwide in order to
obtain relevant scientific
indications and improve
and
optimize
its
algorithms.
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SOLUTIONS:
•Tecnological update of the network
•Use of velocity sensors

Plus
PRESTo
Starting from PRESTo methodologies, two new software are under development:
SAVE and PRESToPlus. SAVE (on-Site Alert leVEl) is essentially a single-station, onsite EEW approach, while PRESToPlus combines the “Regional” and the “On-Site”
EEWS approaches to obtain a real-time definition of the Potential Damage Zone
Maps.
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